WORK BETTER

The AI Solution for Strategic HR Teams
Productivity is wasted as HR employees juggle between time-consuming admin tasks and their strategic work. Not
only is this costly for your organization, employee experience also suffers as your HR team struggles to find time for
strategic and innovative company-wide initiatives.

Just How Much is Spent on Administrative Tasks?

60%

of your HR department’s day
is spent on admin tasks1

14

HR reps for every 1000
employees2

$630,000
spent annually on admin work for
companies with 1000 employees3

Increase Productivity and Decrease Cost with Zoom.ai
With Zoom.ai, you can now automate your organization’s questions and administrative work so your HR team can
focus on what really matters. It is a enterprise productivity solution that sets up in minutes and lives inside your
favorite office chat platform. Employees can chat with their Zoom.ai automated assistant in plain English and have
questions answered or meetings scheduled in no time.
Departmental Knowledge Base: Employees can get answers
for HR related questions without having to ask the HR team.
Unified Enterprise Search: If it exists within your
organization, Zoom.ai will find it. No more searching through
different platforms or drives for that employee contract.
Meeting Scheduling & Briefing:
Schedule, postponed and cancelled effortlessly and be briefed
before them.
Automate Document Generation:
Create hiring documents or NDAs within a minute while staying
in chat.

“Zoom.ai’s automation technology within Office 365 helps
our joint customers automate simple tasks and improve
1 McKinsey

Quarterly, 2017
2 Bloomberg BNA, 2017
3 Based on average annual salary of $75,000

communication within their existing collaboration tools,
allowing them to get more tasks off their plate in less time.”

Make your workplace more productive.
Empower your employees with the Zoom.ai automated assistant.

Rob Howard
Director
Microsoft Office 365 Ecosystem

Make your workplace more productive.

Get started today: https://zoom.ai
Empower your employees with the Zoom.ai automated assistant today: https://zoom.ai

